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Showers, these prolonged in
the south west

Spells of sunshine across the UK, but there will
also be showers moving in from the west. The
showers will be heavy at times, and will be most
frequent in the south west where they will merge
into spells of rain this afternoon.
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Disabled failed
by savage cuts

THE
OUTLOOK
Sunny spells and showers tomorrow, with the

showers turning heavy, frequent and prolonged
in the afternoon. A few showers on Wednesday,
but heavy rain for the Northern Isles.
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Bedroom tax attacks
those who need room
for carer or equipment
Mobility benefit cuts
leave people stranded
at home with no help
Hated fit-to-work drive
pushes long-term sick
into jobs they can’t do

S Sun, C Cloud, F Fair, SH Shower, R Rain, DR
Drizzle, FG Fog, SN Snow, TH Thunder

LOTTO: 8, 15, 23, 24, 28, 34
Bonus: 9. No winner of £3.7m jackpot.
THUNDERBALL: 5, 11, 19, 22, 24
Thunderball: 8. One £500k winner.
FRIDAY’S EUROMILLIONS: 4, 18,39, 43, 47
Lucky Stars: 2 & 6. No UK winner of £33.3m
jackpot. Millionaire raffle: SMB214022

Coalition treatment is an attack on their human rights
By JAMES LYONS Deputy Political Editor

Tories are violating disabled
people’s human rights with hated
policies such as the Bedroom Tax,
a damning report warns today.

The Coalition’s benefit cuts were also
blasted for leaving people stranded at
home with not enough to live on.
Baroness Jane Campbell described
the Just Fair campaign’s report as a
“major wake-up call”.
The independent peer, from the AllParty Parliamentary Disability Group,
said the UK was once an “international
leader in protecting disabled people’s
rights”. But she added: “The UK risks
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AT least 29 people died in
two attacks by heavily armed
gunmen on Kenya’s coast.
Somali militant Islamist
group al-Shabab said it was
behind raids on a trading
centre in Hindi village and a
police station in Gamba.
Witnesses said about a
dozen men opened fire in
Hindi, setting fire to homes
and government buildings.
Among the dead was a
teenage boy.
A sign believed to have
been left by the attackers
said it was in revenge for
Kenya’s anti-terror operations in Somalia.
REFUGEEs’ FEAR: P19
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sleepwalking towards the status of a
systemic violator of these rights.”
Almost two-thirds of people hit by
the Bedroom Tax are disabled. It slashes
benefits for people in social housing
classed as having a spare room.
But research found it often failed to
take into account extra rooms needed
for carers or specialist equipment.
The report said Personal Independence Payment, which is replacing
Disability Living Allowance and is
supposed to help people get out and
about, will leave many with not enough
cash. A lack of social care funding also
made it harder to get help at home.
And the report condemned the

Government’s fit-to-work drive, which
has forced the long-term sick into jobs
they are incapable of doing.
Prof Aoife Nolan, trustee of Just Fair,
said: “Government policies are now
compromising disabled people’s enjoyment of their human rights.”
Tory Minister for Disabled People
Mike Penning said: “It is simply not true
we are breaching our legal obligations.”
He added: “ We spend around
£50billon a year on disabled people and
their services and our reforms will
make sure the billions spent give more
targeted support.”

Two convicts
flee from jail

TWO crooks have escaped
from an open prison.
Philip Stephenson, 33, and
Gareth Robinson, 24, fled
HMP Kirkham in Lancashire
together on Saturday. They
are believed to have got into
a silver VW Golf heading for
their home town of Oldham.
Stephenson was in jail for
firearms offences and
Robinson for burglary.
Greater Manchester
Police warned: “They are not
to be approached by the
public. If anyone is found to
be assisting or harbouring
these wanted men, they too
will face being arrested.”
Back in PRISON: P16

Tories’ bid to
crush strikes

Cabinet Minister Francis
Maude yesterday threatened
unions with new curbs on
strikes ahead of a mass
walkout on Thursday.
james.lyons@mirror.co.uk
More than a million public
Voice of the Mirror: Page 8
sector staff will take action
over pay and spending cuts.
Tory Mr Maude wants a
minimum turnout for strike
ballots and to force unions
into more consultations.
to Schools Minister Lord Nash. He said: “We’ve
He said: “These strikes are
been expected to change the academy in a few
based on ballots either with
weeks – we’ve been set up to fail.”
extremely low turnouts.. or
The Department for Education said it will
with no recent ballot at all.”
consider the plan and “respond in due course”.
Mick Cash, of the RMT rail
Oldknow, in Small Heath, was among 21 schools
workers’ union, said the
probed by Ofsted over claims that hardline Islam
plans “will meet the fiercest
PROBE Oldknow Academy possible resistance”.
was taking root in classrooms.

Trojan Horse school ‘set up to fail’
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SATURDAY’S SOLUTIONS ACROSS: 2 Fillet, 5 Name,
6 Injure, 7 Bern, 8 Tab, 11 Ally, 13 Pastor, 14 Mull, 15 Rarely.
DOWN: 1 Cake, 2 Feint, 3 Lout, 4 Twenty, 7 Bumper, 9 Barmy,
10 Tsar, 12 Lull.
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THE head of a Birmingham school caught up
in the Trojan Horse allegations claims it has
been “set up to fail” by education officials.
Jahangir Akbar, acting principal of Oldknow
Academy, said its governors have refused to
resign after they were invited to do so by the
Education Funding Agency on Friday – the same
day the school submitted its improvement plan
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